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We’ll continue with the two-group SI model with two types of interventions:

dS1/dt = −p11S1I1 − p12S1I2 − a1S1

dS2/dt = −p21S2I1 − p22S2I2 − a2S2

dI1/dt = p11S1I1 + p12S1I2 − (a1 + b1)I1
dI2/dt = p21S2I1 + p22S1I2 − (a2 + b2)I2.

Let’s associate a “cost” Kc(a1, a2, b1, b2) = ca1+ca2+b1+b2 with an intervention parameter quadru-
ple (a1, a2, b1, b2), where c is a positive number. Let’s also define the “impact” M(a1, a2, b1, b2) of
the quadruple to be the amount by which the intervention reduces the size of the outbreak, as a
fraction of the no-intervetion outbreak size. So for example, if the outbreak is reduced to 25% of
its no-intervention size, then M = 3/4, because 3/4 of the people who would have been infected
are saved by the intervention. Next, choose one of the following options.

First option: Set a goal of 50% reduction, and consider the optimal parameters (a1, a2, b1, b2)
for a given value of c to be those that minimize Kc(a1, a2, b1, b2) over all nonnegative parameters
for which M(a1, a2, b1, b2) = 1/2.

Second option: Set a budget of Kc(a1, a2, b1, b2) = 0.04 and consider the optimal paramgers
to be those within the budget that maximize M(a1, a2, b1, b2). (Note: I’m setting a budget that I
think will allow you an impact that is at least around 1/2 no matter what c is. If you are getting
smaller impacts for your parameters, you can try a larger budget.)

The second option has the advantage that if you choose values for 3 of the 4 intervention
parameters that are within the budget, you can easily compute the value of the 4th parameter that
uses up the entire budget, and then compute the impact of the resulting parameter quadruple; this
reduces the problem of finding the optimal parameters to maximizing a function of 3 variables.
This is few enough variables that you can probably search over the entire set of (nonnegative)
parameters that are within the budget. The first option may be useful if you have gotten a handle
computationally on how to search over the parameters for which M(a1, a2, b1, b2) = 1/2; this is a
more complicated set than the set for which Kc(a1, a2, b1, b2) = 0.04, but it has the advantage that
it doesn’t change when you change the value of c.

Whichever option you choose, answer the following questions:

1. What is the largest value of c for which the optimal parameters have b1 = b2 = 0? (One
decimal place of accuracy is fine for this and the next question.)

2. What is the smallest value of c for which the optimal parameters have a1 = a2 = 0?

3. What are the optimal parameters like for values of c in between? For a start, try the value of
c halfway in between the values you found in the previous two questions. Try to determine
more generally if there are values of c for which the optimal parameters are all positive, and/or
for which 3 of 4 are positive.


